Social Responsibility

The Kinco since 1975 making amazing gloves and protecting what we need the most and that is our hands to make the impact we need.

Social Responsibility team has partnered with Ocean Blue to protect the hands of volunteers. Ocean Blue and Kinco together have goals to protect the environment though education, and clean water projects and by planting trees for a healthy environment!

About Kinco:

Kinco is a second generation family owned company which manufactures and sells quality lined, unlined, cut resistant, coated, and disposable gloves. Our team is a dedicated, hardworking, and passionate group that thrives to non-only to maintain quality and innovation in our gloves, but also to provide the best possible customer experience.

The main office and warehouse facility is just outside of the city, strategically poised near both the Portland international airport and 1-84 near the Columbia River shipping corridor. They are able to ship and receive all major carrier services, FOB pick-up and delivery, as well as freight sized cargo. Their building is over 60,000 square feet and features the most technologically advanced conveyor and computer systems to make our all of our internal teams the utmost of efficient.

Find out more about how you can sponsor Ocean Blue visit us at [www.oceanblueproject.org](http://www.oceanblueproject.org)

Or visit Kinco at [http://www.kinco.com/](http://www.kinco.com/)